Joint chairs: Alexandrine Guyard-Nedelec & Barbara Giovanna Bello

During the first half of 2013, the Gender, law and society WG took part in a workshop on intersectionality in Paris (University Paris Diderot) on March 28th, in the form of two papers presented by the two chairs (full programme on http://www.grerp7.blogspot.fr/2014/03/blog-post.html)

Although the chairs were unable to go to Onati because of compelling commitments in Paris and Milan respectively, they managed to arrange sessions at the Conference for the 25th anniversary of the IISL in May 2014. The title of our workshop was “Gender equality issues and rationales in the light of globalization”.

Besides, joint publication of some of the papers presented in Toulouse in the Gender WG workshop is planned, together with the workshop entitled "Making the EU Non-Discrimination Law and Policy Work: Theories, (Best/Worst) Practices and Ways Forward" (convenor: B. G. Bello).

Last but not least, the chairs are negotiating to publish a special dossier on intersectionality within the Journal “Sociologia del Diritto” (Franco Angeli Editore). Publication is expected in the first semester of 2015.

The chairs are not able to attend the Yokohama meeting and wish they could have been part of this great meeting to come.